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Abstract: Commercial gentrification has had a significant impact on the urban environment, particularly in leading to the upscaling and expansion of food and beverage (F&B) commercial activities. F&B commercialization and proliferation has emerged from (a) the borders of newly provided urban open space and (b) seed points where small-sized commercial areas had already been formed. However, few studies have simultaneously explored the commercialization process of these different contextual sub-regions over a relatively long time period. This study of Yeon-nam district, Seoul, aims to demonstrate empirically (1) how the F&B commercial stores have been distributed over the past decade and (2) which of the factors that are the spreading center of the F&B store is the critical factor. Using kernel density estimation, the study discovered that the old–residential district has been entirely transformed to an F&B commercial district since the Gyeong-ui Line Forest Park opened in the district. Furthermore, through the analysis of standard deviational ellipses, we empirically verified that F&B commercialization was more substantial in the seed region. Based on the findings, policy recommendations for urban planning and design, especially urban gentrification management and regeneration, are provided.
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1. Introduction

Gentrification is one of the most significant forces changing the contemporary urban environment [1]. Ever since Ruth Glass first conceptualized gentrification as the transformation of the inner-city’s housing, gentrification has changed the urban environments physically and socioeconomically [1,2]. The impacts on the urban environment have taken various forms, historically, from the initial residential gentrification referred to by Glass [1], entailing the shift of households and neighborhoods [2], changes of built environments [3], transition in characteristics of retail shops [4], privatization of public urban open space [5], and conversion of urban land uses [6]. Moreover, gentrification has gradually manifested globally [7–11].

In Seoul, the capital of South Korea, for about a decade, the frequent occurrences of gentrification have caused heated debates on gentrification [6,11–13]. Scholars and city government have reported that various types of gentrification have widely occurred in residential and commercial areas, and CBD of the metropolitan areas [6,14,15]. Local stores have transformed into upscale cafés and restaurants; moreover, even housing near the region where commercial gentrification occurred converts into the food and beverage (hereinafter; F&B) store [13,14].
This implies that the main issue arising from gentrification has been commercial gentrification [13], that is, the “boutiquing” of small retail stores in local neighborhoods [1,4,16]. Recently, commercial gentrification has not only changed the sociodemographic characteristics of neighborhoods, but also extensively transformed the urban physical and built environments [6,13], leading to increased attention and scholarly recognition of its importance and attention to it [4,17,18].

Commercial gentrification, that is, both upscaling commercialization and proliferation of stores occurs in two main ways. First, the provision of green open space led by government projects increases pedestrian volume and can bring about economic effects in nearby areas related to retail revenue [6,12,19]. The Cheonggye stream in CBD of Seoul was restored to an urban green park, increasing pedestrian volume and converting building use from industrial to commercial use [6]. This is an example of spread of commercial stores for visitors substituting the previous housing and stores in the vicinity of provided open space. Second, gentrification can occur centered around places where property is relatively inexpensive [20], such as old, traditional marketplace [17,21]. Near Pike Place Market in Seattle, there has been gentrification with upscale restaurants and retail spaces for high-end products emerging after a decline in its traditional retail use [22].

In Seoul, a unique place where the above two ways of gentrification have emerged lately is discovered. The commercial district in Yeon-nam dong which once was a residential area before the creation of the Gyeong-ui Line Forest Park has become a famous commercial area [23]. Some researchers have studied this site’s upsurge of retail sales and housing prices, and they have asserted that the occurrence of gentrification resulted from the provision of the park [10,12]. With gentrification proceeding, the district has two spatially distinguished commercial regions, Yeontral Park [23], the border of the park named after Central Park in New York, and Dong-jin market, the former traditional local market for the neighborhood, located on the opposite side of the district from Yeontral Park. Commercialization of buildings and proliferation of high-end F&B stores have been witnessed near both places. In this study, the commercial district in Yeon-nam dong, which once was a residential area, is used as a case study to understand the commercialization process in these two contexts. Moreover, there has been growing concern to explore changes in the urban environment due to gentrification based on spatial considerations, not restrained from the previous trend which is based on the existing sociodemographic perspective [6,10,13,24,25]. There is a need, therefore, for an empirical study to consider urban spatial change along with commercial gentrification. The purpose of this study is to analyze the gentrification process that comes with F&B commercialization from the perspective of spatial transformation and to demonstrate which of the two target regions, around which F&B stores have proliferated, is more affected by commercial gentrification. Specifically, we examine (1) how F&B commercial stores have been distributed over time in the recent decade by using kernel density estimation, and (2) which of the factors that are the spreading center of the F&B store is the key factor by computing the standard deviational ellipses. Two different contexts explaining the gentrification with F&B commercialization and proliferation will be presented in the literature review section that follows. The next section after that describes the study site, and the section following discusses the nature of the data and establishes the methods of the study. The paper then illustrates the process of gentrification by spatially depicting the conversion of land use to commercial use, and the increment of F&B stores. Then, we will demonstrate whether the two ways provide an empirically valid explanation and evaluate which context has a more significant impact on the formation of the commercial district. Finally, the findings and their political implications will be discussed.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Contextual Background of Commercial Gentrification with F&B Commercialization

In principle, a newly commercialized area with a demonstrable emergence of commercial stores can be located in two different regions. The first one is the region where passenger volume increases through the government’s urban projects, such as construction of linear green parks and the project
of pedestrianization [6,24]. The second one is regions where several trendy cafés and restaurants are located based on low property value and rent, such as an old marketplace and the neighborhood commercial areas for local residents [4,17,25]. Both regions have distinct characteristics that may attract visitors, commercial capital, and retail stores.

On one hand, many scholars substantiate that an urban project provides an open space for pedestrians, increases pedestrian volumes, and also boosts the commercial activities of nearby regions [19,24,26–28]. In the recent times, urban open spaces, especially linear green parks, have become a popular trend, such as New York’s High line [29], Boston’s Bigdig [30], Atlanta’s Beltline [31], and Seoul’s Cheonggye stream restoration [6]. Such creation of urban parks led by government intends to enhance the physical and psychological health of citizens [32–34], as well as attract visitors from neighboring and other areas [6,35,36]. An example is the case of the High Line, for which two thirds of the 7.6 million visitors came to visit the renovated linear green park [29].

As the visitor volume increases near the provided urban open space, there is a higher probability that retail stores will be located in the vicinity. Some studies investigate the relationship between pedestrian volume and the distribution of commercial stores [6,19,24,37]. Kang [19] and Sevtsuk [37] verified that the appropriate location for retail stores—specifically for food, beverages, and services—are near streets with high pedestrian volume, as in Seoul and in Somerville and Cambridge. Moreover, Lim et al. [6] empirically demonstrated that urban green parks enhance walking volume in their proximity; as a result of this change, industrial use building massively converted to commercial use in the case of the Cheonggye stream restoration project. Thus, retail stores for visitors can agglomerate within regions where government-led projects that foster increase in walking volume are located.

At the same time, a novel trend of retail location has been widely witnessed alongside commercialization with commercial gentrification [4,17,38]. Commercial gentrification as a concept branched out from the original notion of gentrification in the 2000s, and generally means the “boutiquing” of small retail stores in residential neighborhoods [1,4,16]. Changed consumption propensity in the neighborhood and movements for local rehabilitation generally contribute to the opening of the cafés and restaurants for visitors and higher-income immigrants, substituting the store for local indigenous residents [4,38]. Such upscale commercialization can occur in areas with lower property values, like an inner city area with lower income neighborhoods [11,38], where decline had been proceeding [17,39].

There has been a gradual decline in traditional markets resulting from changes in consumption trends and several years of disinvestment in traditional markets [17,39,40]. In turn, the abandonment of the marketplace can lead to a rehabilitation investment changing it to a gentrified, upscale market, and making more profit by attaining the rent gap [39,41] that is the margin between the potential land value (the value when the land is best utilized) and the capitalized land value (the value of the current use) [21,42]. Though not all declining traditional markets are declining as a result of commercialization with commercial gentrification, some traditional marketplaces and nearby areas are soon gentrified into new types of retail stores, including trendy bars, cafés, and restaurants for non-local visitors [17,39,43]. Gentrification into the “new retail” has been witnessed in many cities of the world, for instance in Kirk Market, in Leeds, and Campo de Ourique, in Lisbon [39]. Moreover, the gentrified marketplace can be considered as a seed for the spread of upscale retail stores. An example is the famous region near Pike Place Market in Seattle, where retail stores, including upscale F&B and other services for those in the upper-income bracket, have emerged centered around the core of the market [22]. Thus, a seed region can form centered around a declining marketplace where pioneer F&B retail capital agglomerates and a small cluster of upscale retail stores emerge.

The literature, so far, has addressed emerging commercial regions, primarily F&B retail stores, with two different contexts. Meanwhile, intensification of F&B commercialization can occur in areas of increased pedestrian volume caused by government projects and in disinvested areas prone to upscaling commercialization. In general, almost all types of retail stores have the tendency to agglomerate near regions where the number of visitors is high, as previously mentioned [6,19,24,37].
However, this increment does not directly indicate agglomeration among the retail stores. On the type of goods that the retail stores sell, opposite distributional characteristics are observed. Sevtsuk [37] verified that stores selling quality-distinguished goods, such as clothing and F&B, form competitive agglomerations after analyzing fourteen thousand buildings in Somerville and Cambridge, Massachusetts. In Korea, empirical studies shed light on the agglomerating characteristic of F&B stores in the cases of the cultural district of Insa-dong, in Seoul [44]. In particular, the researchers pointed out a more powerful tendency of clustering and spreading in F&B type retail stores since the last one or two decades [13,14,45].

2.2. Spatial Consideration of the F&B Stores’ Distribution and Proliferation

To identify the spatial pattern of F&B commercialization, the distribution of F&B stores needs to be analyzed first. Previous studies have presented the distribution of retail stores (including F&B stores) using various spatial mapping methods.

Lim et al. [6] analyzed the commercialization and regeneration process of an area mainly composed of industrial land use, illustrating changes from industrial use to commercial use on the restored section of Cheonggye Stream in Seoul’s CBD. To trace out the patterns of land use change, they divided the study area into several blocks, all adjacent to the restored park. By marking land use change from the permit data recorded by Seoul Metropolitan Government on the map, the study found that the restored park had a positive impact on both commercialization and regeneration effects transforming land uses to more affluent ones. However, such a simple pointing method has limitations in terms of measurement of commercialization intensity and the difficulty in the comparison of more than two aspects.

More quantitative methods to depict retail stores distribution have been adopted in recent studies. Cui and Han [46] depicted the spatial distribution of retail stores in Zhengzhou, China, using the kernel density estimation and standard deviational ellipse. Using these two methods, the intensity of spatial concentration of retail stores and the direction of distribution of all retail stores in the city were computed, and then quantitatively compared with urban centrality values. Reigadinha et al. [47] conducted the kernel density estimation and standard deviational ellipse on retail stores in Oporto district, Portugal. Classical location theories were empirically confirmed with the analysis of the agglomeration patterns of retail stores and their hierarchy using these two methods.

Recent studies have tried to analyze the distribution of commercialized areas and proliferation of commercial stores, which includes not only F&B stores, but also clothing shops and cultural facilities, in the context of commercial gentrification. Kim and Park [45] identified a commercially gentrified area with retail stores in Bukchon, Seoul by analyzing the distribution of the stores and their characteristics, such as their architectural traits and business type. Using kernel density estimation, the study pointed out that the intensity of commercialization was generally stronger in previously existing commercial streets. Jin et al. [48] also studied the commercially gentrified area of Hongdae, the most popular commercial area in Seoul, by empirically investigating the locations of cafes, which are an important part of F&B retail’s business type. In particular, interpreting the standard deviational ellipses in a time series, they demonstrated that the café business type had proliferated irrelevant to proximity to the main road system. Moreover, the cafés in Hongdae agglomerated along the back road rather than the main road, and clustered influenced by diverse characteristics rather than land price, such as architectural type, narrower street, and small-sized commercial stores located nearby.

As mentioned above, most of existing literature on the spatial consideration of commercialization has focused on the distribution of the interest at one time section [46,47] or the sub-regions’ separative explanation on the development type and the business type [6,45]. On the contrary, few studies have tried to simultaneously compare the commercialization process of different contextual sub-regions over a relatively long period. Thus, our study bridges this gap in the literature by examining the spatial changes in the urban physical environment over time, from 2011 to 2019, specifically the transformation of housing for F&B commercial use. It also identifies the factors responsible for the
F&B store proliferation, by comparing the border of the government-led urban open space and the seed point that was the origin of a previous small-sized commercial area.

3. Material and Method

3.1. Study Area

In order to enhance the urban life quality and utilize an unused space for the citizen, the Seoul Metropolitan Government (SMG) implemented the Gyeong-ui Line Forest Project, by which a linear-shaped area was obtained by putting the railroad underground and transforming that area into an urban green park. The Gyeong-ui rail line had functioned to connect Sinuiju, North Korea and Seoul before the division of Korea, but in the recent times, it has been utilized to transport passengers between Seoul and the Northern part of the Seoul metropolitan area. With the signing of the agreement to use the railroad’s ground-level part that is owned by the Korea Rail Network as an urban park, the SMG initiated and carried out the construction of the park over three periods: phase 1 (2009–2012), phase 2 (2013–2015), and phase 3 (2015–2016). From December 2009 to June 2016, an urban linear park 6.3 km long with an area of 101,668 m² was provided in the Mapo-gu and Yongsan-gu, counties of Seoul, resulting in numerous visitors.

Among the sections of the park, attention was focused on the section and its nearby area in the Yeon-nam dong, which was soon called “Yeontral Park”, named after Central Park, New York. This section was finished in June 2015, which was developed in the second phase. As shown in Figure 1, the region near Yeontral Park, which is zoned as residential use, is located near Seoul’s most famous commercial area, Hongdae, and the station where subway line 2, Gyeong-ui line, and the Airport Railroad Express pass.

Before the construction, this region had retained the calm and peaceful residential environments, except for the commercialized area bordering Hongdae [49]. However, at about the time of the opening of this section in December 2015, the SMG announced that there are 11 gentrified regions in Seoul, and the Yeon-nam dong is one of them [50]. With gentrification proceeding, in addition to Yeontral Park, commercialization of buildings and proliferation of high-end F&B stores began near other areas, including areas near the Dong-jin Market (Figure 2).
In order to accomplish our research goal, we narrowed down the study area by selecting the most commercialized area near the park in Yeon-nam dong. Meanwhile, by analyzing the stage classification and characteristics of Seoul’s commercial gentrification, Yoon & Park [13] asserted that the commercial gentrification process in Seoul tends to progress as the F&B stores increase. With this fact and the relationship between increment of pedestrian volume and F&B retail shops (previously discussed in chapter 2.1) [19,37], it is reasonable to establish the study area by comparing the F&B distributions of the past and present, in that the criterion by which the obvious distinction of the past and present is found purportedly reflects the extent of the most commercially gentrified. Therefore, we carried out a simple analysis by comparing F&B store distribution between 2011 and 2019, so that the study area (Yeon-nam district) was within the pink line (Figure 3). Meanwhile, Park and Kim [12] captured the economic impacts of urban open space by directly analyzing the local small businesses’ sales data instead of secondary outcomes like property value in this region. However, this study was confined to the economic perspective; it did not include attention to spatial commercialization and commercial gentrification.

Figure 2. Yeon-nam dong, (a) Yeontral Park, boundary region of the Gyeong-ui Line Park (https://www.habkorea.net/6-fun-activities-for-valentines-day-in-seoul/), (b) nearby region of the Dong-jin Market (http://onsabo.daesang.co.kr:8080/article/241)

Figure 3. F&B store distribution of Yeon-nam dong, 2011 and 2019.
3.2. Variables: Data

The data used in this study include, (a) first, building use in the Yeon-nam district from 2011 to 2019 to explore the status of conversion of building use from housing to commercial and (b) second, the permit history of the F&B stores in Yeon-nam district to investigate the distribution of the F&B stores representing commercialization and proliferation, using the kernel density estimation and the standard deviational ellipse.

3.2.1. Building Use: Exploring Conversion of Building Use to Commercial Use

The present building use and the record of its conversion were investigated through the Building Register records of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport of Korea (https://www.eais.go.kr/) as of November 2019. The Building Registers of 416 buildings were examined. A building designated for commercial use in the register record or a building in which more than 50% is for commercial use is considered as commercial use. To examine the commercialization of building use, the entire building use for each year from 2011 to 2019 was mapped on the ArcGIS software by geocoding it to the shape file.

3.2.2. Permit History: Analyzing Spatial Distribution and Proliferation of F&B Stores

This study uses the Local Data of Administrative Permit as recorded by the Ministry of the Interior and Safety of Korea (http://www.localdata.kr/main.do) to investigate the permit history of F&B stores. The Local Data of Administrative Permit provides data on the permit history of each store, including its brand name, location, and business attributes, such as building floor area of the building. The permit history is in the form of a report on the establishment of the business (the time of start and closure of a store), renewed every end of the month. The reports on the establishment of business of 416 buildings totaled 2666 events as of November 2019. The stores that existed for each year from 2011 to 2019 were arranged by checking the time of start and closure of a store. The existing stores were geocoded to the shape file form based on each year and utilized to analyze F&B commercialization and proliferation by conducting kernel density estimation and standard deviational ellipse.

3.3. Analytical Methods

In this study, the progress of F&B commercialization and proliferation induced by commercial gentrification in the old-residential area of Yeon-nam dong was analyzed. As the project in our study area was completed in June 2015, the past time from this pivotal moment, which equals the time from completion to now, was included in the time range of the study to consider the project’s developmental impacts.

The research methods of the study were as follows: First, by mapping the commercialization of building use and the proliferation of F&B stores in the study area, the spatial distribution of commercial gentrification was illustrated. F&B stores were mapped yearly from 2011 to 2019 by means of kernel density estimation (hereinafter, KDE). Next, by examining the movements of F&B stores’ distributional centroids over time, the intensities of F&B commercialization and proliferation were analyzed. The standard deviational ellipses (hereinafter, SDE) were depicted to compute the centroid of F&B stores’ distribution during the three periods of 2011, 2015, and 2019.

First, to verify F&B commercial gentrification and illustrate its transformative effects on the urban physical environment, it is necessary to depict the spatial distribution of building use and F&B stores in the study area by year. The commercial use buildings in the study area were mapped in 2011 and 2019 to compare the impact before and after of commercial gentrification from when the urban green park was established (June 2015). F&B stores were illustrated through the KDE yearly from 2011 to 2019, computing the embedded KDE using the ArcGIS software. Using a kernel function, the extent of the scattered point’s density-per-unit area can be calculated for all of the raster. The estimation computes the raster value of a certain location (surface value) by accumulating the influence of each store in the
study area. With the fixed raster unit area and the same search radius, we can compare the density distribution of scattered data by year for the same spatial influence of one store. The study applied a radius of 50 m, carrying out kernel density estimation from 2011 to 2019, yearly.

As previously mentioned (Section 2.2), the kernel density estimation (KDE) approach has been widely used to illustrate the density of scattered points of interest. Many studies have been conducted to express the quantified distribution of certain information using KDE, such as the distribution of retail stores or crime occurrence. Studies have tried to identify the delimitation of particular urban places, such as metropolitan boundaries [51] or CBD regions [52]. KDE computes the density of interests in fine increments, and therefore, it is suitable for studies requiring microscopic spatial analysis.

Second, factors that had a more significant impact in the vicinity of the provided large green linear open space or the previously formed commercial area on the formation of the commercial district across the entire study area were evaluated and compared. To trace the impact of F&B commercialization arising from commercial gentrification more quantitatively and objectively, standard deviational ellipses were conducted using the spatial data on F&B stores that were previously gathered, as in the KDE analysis. Computation was conducted using the embedded SDE in the ArcGIS software.

Standard deviational ellipses are applied to understand the dispersion or spread of scattered point data. A drawn ellipse with one standard deviation contains 63% of the features, with two equals 98%, and with three equals 99%. In principle, this polygon consists of 4 values—centroid, length of long and short axes, and direction of features. Except for the centroid, values are computed considering a certain percentage of the point data as equivalent to a selected standard deviation. Meanwhile, the value of the centroid is drawn containing the entire point data. Since the study is mainly concerned with the movement of the centroid and the information of the stores permeating into the block, we conducted a 63% standard deviation model from 2011 to 2019 in time series.

Researchers have used SDE to investigate the transformative characteristics of spatial distributions of interests by analyzing the movements of the ellipses’ centroids and change of ellipses’ size and angle, reflecting change of particular urban facilities’ distribution over time (e.g., cafés [48], cultural facilities [53], and retail markets [54]). To be specific, as points of interest become agglomerated in one particular region, the centroid of the ellipses moves to that region. Therefore, SDE is appropriate for researchers to compare intensities of agglomeration and proliferation for different regions in the study area (Figure 4).

![Figure 4. The analytical framework of the study.](image)

### 4. Results

#### 4.1. Commercial Gentrification with F&B Commercialization in Study Area

In order to quantify and interpret the commercial gentrification process intuitively, the rates of building uses by year since 2011 were investigated, and the locations of commercial use buildings were mapped in 2011 and 2019.

There has been a tremendous upheaval in building use since then. Figure 5 depicts this change during the study period for two main categories of building use, residential and commercial. For the first three years, residential and commercial use showed little change. However, since 2014, commercial
use began skyrocketing; and the annual rate of commercial building use had risen by almost 6% between 2015 and 2017, while the same extent of decrease was seen in residential use. The greatest increase in commercial use was from 2015 to 2017, when the Gyeong-ui Forest Line Park was just completed, and the reversal in prevalence order of residential and commercial use finally occurred in 2018. Since then, the rate of commercial use has been increasing slowly.

Figure 5. The rates of residential and commercial building use in the commercial district in Yeon-nam dong (Total = 416).

Figure 6 reveals the impact of the commercialization of building uses in the study area in more detail, comparing the distribution of commercial buildings between 2011 and 2019. A widespread proliferation of commercial conversion occurred. In 2011, the commercial buildings were located mostly around the fringe of the study area, which had been characterized by neighborhood retail stores; in contrast, in 2019, the commercialization of the block has progressed considerably, and the area has been transformed into a definite commercial district.

Figure 6. Increase of commercial building use in the study area (Total = 416).

Figure 6 shows that commercial permeation converted the space’s long-maintained residential identity to a commercial-mixed one, as commercial space replaced residential space. However,
the effects of the provision of large green open spaces and the resultant process of commercial permeation characterized by commercial gentrification have not been sufficiently discussed.

Meanwhile, commercial gentrification has occurred in the form of F&B commercialization. Table 1 depicts this progress during the study period, for increases in the number of F&B stores. Compared to the first year of the study, the number of F&B stores had increased by 432% in 2019. The first significant finding is that the number of F&B stores accelerated beginning 2 years before the completion of the Gyeong-ui Line Forest Park project; however, the increments expanded by 150% more from 2015 to 2018 compared with the period (2013–2015). In other words, the trend to F&B commercialization that emerged just before completion of the project, exploded after the completion of the project, leading the region’s identity to be defined by F&B retails.

Table 1. The number and increase of F&B stores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+6</td>
<td>+5</td>
<td>+40</td>
<td>+38</td>
<td>+62</td>
<td>+59</td>
<td>+65</td>
<td>+23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To trace out the F&B commercial gentrification affection, kernel density estimations (KDE) were conducted with F&B store point data in the study area (for more details, see Appendix A) by year. In 2011, F&B stores were distributed around the edge of the study area, like commercial changes of building use (compare Figure 7a with Figure 6a). In the meantime, in 2019, certain regions were denser than others; as we can see in Figure 7b, the regions near the Dong-jin market and upper regions are the most concentrated. This suggests that F&B stores did not spread homogeneously from where they were initially formed.

Figure 7. Changes in F&B stores in 2019 compared to 2011, by kernel density estimations (KDE).
4.2. Spatial Analysis of F&B Proliferation: Comparing Two F&B Proliferation Regions

In order to quantify the impact of gentrification, standard deviational ellipses were depicted for each three years (Figure 8a). From 2011 to 2019, the length of the semi-major axis decreased by 19.4%, and the semi-minor axis also decreased by 21.6%. This means F&B stores have been concentrated inward compared to the first-year F&B distribution, suggesting that F&B stores have proliferated into the study’s district.

More importantly, the location of the centroid of the ellipse has significantly moved. From 2011 to 2015, the centroid moved +9.9 m latitudinally and +16.3 m longitudinally; then, from 2015 to 2019, the centroid moved −2.5 m latitudinally and +16.1 m longitudinally. Though such northward movements are not strictly heading for the Dong-jin Market, it is definitely demonstrated that the impact of proliferation in the two regions is not equivalent. Moreover, the power of proliferation was more potent in areas other than adjacent to the linear green park. However, it is difficult to say whether the Dong-jin Market comes under the region in the research question, in that a negative latitudinal movement was seen from 2015 to 2019.

In order to demonstrate the process more precisely, the contour lines of proliferation territories, indicating the area of proliferation each year, were illustrated by restructuring the raster illustration of KDEs (Appendix A). The highest density on the KDE rasters for the entire year is 8707, so that contour lines were depicted at an interval of 1000 units by each year, all at the same density. Then, by comparing the contour lines in time series, adaptable contour lines, considered to reflect as commercial proliferation, had sufficiently progressed, and were selected and drawn in the illustration (Figure 8b).
From 2011 to 2014, commercial spread seemingly path-shaped, was observed near the Dong-jin Market and the west side of the study area. There was no significant difference in the extension of the commercial area compared to the territory in 2011; however, rapid expansion was witnessed mainly on the fringe of the study area in both territories.

Since the Gyeong-ui line park opened (June 2015), substantial differences in proliferation patterns are identifiable between two regions. There is no meaningful change in the region near the Gyeong-ui Line Park since 2016; in contrast, significant commercial expansion has occurred near the Dong-jin Market during the same period, as previously described (Figure 7). Continuity of proliferation is found between the Dong-jin Market and west-side regions. Thus, it is suggested that the F&B commercial areas that have gradually expanded since 2016 are a continuous phenomenon of the Dong-jin Market’s proliferation that explains the Westside movement of the ellipse’s centroid from 2015 to 2019 more, so that it is deduced that the intensity of proliferation is stronger near the center of the previously formed F&B cluster.

5. Discussion

This study has shown the process of gentrification with F&B commercialization in a former residential district by analyzing building use and the distribution of F&B stores in the district, before and after the provision of a large linear urban park, Gyeong-ui Line Forest Park.

The results show, first, that by mapping the commercialization of building use and illustrating F&B stores’ distribution through the KDE method, commercial gentrification transforming the old-residential district into an F&B commercial area could be confirmed. Second, the number of F&B stores over time showed that the study area’s F&B commercialization had accelerated after the laying of the urban green park. Third, building use changes to commercial use and the related proliferation of F&B stores occurred both in the vicinity of the urban park provided by government-led projects and in that of the seed region where a cluster of F&B stores had previously been formed. Finally, analyzing the SDEs and the proliferation contour lines based on KDEs, F&B commercialization was found to be higher in the seed region.

First, the study confirmed that when a large green linear open space is provided, tourism that is linked to F&B commercial gentrification can occur, so that old-residential districts for local inhabitants transform into F&B commercial areas. Existing empirical studies on gentrification have been mostly conducted based on the shift from residential to retail commerce in the neighborhood as a decisive indicator. However, as can be seen in the results, it has been significantly demonstrated that when the power of gentrification intensifies, not only are neighborhood retail stores replaced by high-end stores, residential blocks are entirely converted into commercial districts by commercializing residential buildings. This finding contrasts with prior research mainly dealing with the transition of industrial areas and neighborhood commercial stores in residential area to gentrified forms [1–4], and highlights the broad influence of gentrification even outside its range of occurrence.

Second, other studies have analyzed the relationship between the provision of large green open space with gentrification [6,12], revealing a strong interrelationship between parks and gentrification in that the study area’s building use changes to commercial use—up to half of all the building use. As an attractor of external visitors [6,35,36], urban green park can trigger gentrification in nearby urban areas. The remarkable increment in F&B stores confirmed that gentrification with F&B commercialization had accelerated since the project was completed.

Third, building use changes to commercial use and the related proliferation of F&B stores occurred in both regions, spreading out from the nearby provided green linear park and from the center point of the previously formed small-sized commercial area. In addition, although commercialization at various points caused conversion of the local identity of the block into that of an F&B district, non-homogeneity of commercial proliferation was also found, in the area whereby the residential region remained amid the commercialized area. However, ultimately, regarding the main research question, the influence of proliferation was found to be greater in the previously formed small commercial area that had
once been an old neighborhood market: the Dong-jin Market. These findings support possibilities for commercial gentrification with F&B commercialization in the two specific regions, reviewed in the literature review above (Section 2.1).

Finally, regarding the main research question, the influence of proliferation was found to be greater in the previously formed small commercial area. Proliferation of F&B stores does not just proceed from the vicinity of the park in an inward direction perpendicular to the park border, but also from seed points distant from the park, through within walking distance. Thus, it appears that areas in which small clusters of F&B stores were previously formed can see more proliferation than areas in the vicinity of the park. As previously mentioned (Section 2.2), Kim and Park [45] claimed that the intensity of commercialization was generally stronger in the previously existing commercial area in the case of Bukchon, Seoul. However, their case had limitations; their study area did not have plural factors causing commercial gentrification as in our case. Our finding confirmed that their argument can be applied even when the government-led urban green park is provided in an area away from the existing commercial area.

Nonetheless, there are a few limitations to our results; the agglomeration of F&B stores has been continuously expanding in space from the focused regions set by the study. It is sufficient to distinguish the pattern of proliferation by analyzing the contour lines of proliferation territories drawn from KDEs (Figure 8a); however, strictly speaking, the homogeneity of each F&B agglomeration should be inspected based on its inherent characteristics, like the architecture of the property, the type(s) of F&B store(s), and, in particular, whether they are franchise stores or not. Future studies to improve the preciseness of this work need to be developed.

6. Conclusions

This paper analyzed the commercial gentrification process with F&B commercialization from the perspective of spatial transformation. Specifically, the study identified the context that experiences more intense commercialization, comparing the region in the vicinity of the urban park established by a government-led project and the seed region where a cluster of F&B stores had previously formed. Our study discovered that an old-residential district transformed into an F&B commercial district after the urban green park was opened; and we empirically demonstrated that the seed region, which had a small, previously formed F&B store cluster, was more influenced by F&B commercialization.

Considering the spatial transformation aspect of commercial gentrification has its own limitations. First is the question of the mechanism in the context of each region that triggers F&B commercialization and its proliferation. Research to shed light on the accurate causes of commercialization and proliferation of F&B stores will be a meaningful topic for future studies. Further research incorporating architectural properties and land prices can lead to enriched results. Second, this study has limitations as a single case study, and hence, its validity must be verified by research conducted at other sites.

Nevertheless, by thoroughly examining the proliferation patterns, our finding offers a few insightful policy implications for urban planners and designers trying to understand the detailed spatial process of commercial gentrification and to predict the extent of commercialization under different location conditions with the provision of government-led urban green open spaces. Not just the region adjacent to the provided green open space, which is predicted to attract visitors, but also the rear regions, where property values are lower than the surrounding area, so that the small-scale agglomeration of F&B stores is prone to be formed, have to be considered as high-potential regions for gentrification. With this finding, planners and developers can consider the possibility of accelerating F&B commercialization and controlling the proliferation range by intentionally handling the previously formed seed. Careful planning is required regarding the internal space between the boundary of the provided urban green open space and places with cultural and historical background, which were previously commercialized to some degree.
This paper showed exactly how F&B commercialization spreads and functions given the different context of regions in the block-size districts where commercial gentrification occurred from the perspective of spatial change. More studies need to be conducted over the existing trend in order to view commercial gentrification socio-demographically. Hamnett [55] proclaimed that gentrification is a “double-edged sword”, with both positive and negative impacts on urban environments. One side of scholars has paid attention to its displacement impacts on indigenous neighborhoods; however, in contrast, the other side has focused on its regeneration impacts from the perspective of economic rehabilitation and rising property values [1]. Rather than deciding which view is correct, more neutral studies concentrating on gentrification’s spatial impacts on the urban environment are necessary.
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